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Theater & Dance • Perspective 

Covid-era opera is getting more intimate, accessible 
and experimental 

Sishel Claverie as one of the three Weird Sisters in Heartbeat Opera's "Lady M." (Heartbeat Opera) 

� By Michael Andor Brodeur 

� Classical Music Critic 

May 6, 2020 at 7:00 a.m. EDT 

I was on a Zoom call this past weekend that took a weird turn. 

There were 15 of us in attendance, calling in from all over the place - Queens, Orlando, 

Martha's Vineyard - and the one-at-a-time chat seemed to be proceeding according to the 

freshly established norms of the now-default videoconferencing platform. Then, one of the 

participants vanished into the folds of the cosmos. 

Mezzo soprano Sishel Claverie peeked through the purple-black shroud of a faraway galaxy 

and swung around the frame of her square in a fitful dance. Her voice rose up, joining a 

stormy piano track that slightly overloaded the audio feed - forgivable, considering she 

appeared to be calling in from a different dimension. 

Claverie is one of the three witchy Weird Sisters (along with mezzo soprano Taylor-Alexis 

Dupont and soprano Jamilyn Manning-White) in Heartbeat Opera's "Lady M" - a 

production that Heartbeat co-artistic director Ethan Heard describes as an "online fantasia" 

of Verdi's Macbeth. And what started as an unremarkable Zoom session was actually 

transforming into a dress rehearsal. 
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An image from "all decisions will be made by consensus," by New York's HERE Arts Center. (HERE Arts Center) 

For the "Lady M" soirees, Heard isn't so much making a message out of the medium as he is 

taking full advantage of what Zoom can (and can't) do. 

Movement director Emma Jaster has the singers taking full advantage of their tiny frames, 

with choreography that plays with the walls of the grid and the depth of their rooms. Lithe 

leadership and arrangements by music director Jacob Ashworth and arranger Daniel 

Schlosberg never overcrowd the tight acoustic confines of Zoom. And each of the 

performances - from soprano Felicia Moore, who powerfully realizes her Lady M from her 

own childhood bedroom, to baritone Quentin Oliver Lee, whose Macbeth brings sound and 

fury - manage to reach through the screen. 

Zoom may not be the future of the opera, but for now it's providing a way forward, rich with 

as many obstacles as opportunities. And this migration to the virtual is forcing some 

essential questions about the state of the art and its future. How can we keep opera not just 

alive, but growing through this uncertain suspension? 

In a time when none of us can go anywhere, where do we go from here - to borrow a line 

from one of the Weird Sisters - "when the hurlyburly's done, when the battle's lost and 

won"? 

Michael Andor Brodeur 

Michael Brodeur is a classical music critic at The Washington Post. Brodeur served as lead music critic and 

music editor at the Boston Phoenix before serving as an arts editor and cultural critic at the Boston Globe. 
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